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Cells use dynamic systems such as enzyme cascades and signaling networks to control cellular functions. Synthetic dynamic systems that can be target-responsive have great potential to be applied for biomedical applications but the operation of such dynamic systems in complex cellular environments remains challenging. Here, we engineered an aptamer and DNA displacement reaction-based dynamic system that can transform its nanostructure in response to the epithelial cell adhesion molecule (EpCAM) on live cell membranes. The dynamic system consisted of a core nanoparticle and small satellite nanoparticles. With the modifications of different DNA hairpin strands and swing arm strands partially hybridized with an aptamer that specifically recognizes the EpCAM, the two separated particles can dynamically assemble into a core–satellite assembly by aptamer–receptor interactions on the cell membrane surface. The structural change of the system from separated particles to a core–satellite assembly generated plasmonic coupled hot spots for surface-enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) for sensitively capturing the dynamic structural change of the nanoassembly in the cellular environment. These concepts provide strategies for engineering dynamic nanotechnology systems for biological and biomedical applications in complex biological environments.

Introduction

Life is sustained by complex systems operating with dynamic reactions. Artificial dynamic systems that can be responsive to environmental stimulii and precisely adjust their physicochemical properties will greatly facilitate the development of biological and biomedical applications, such as imaging, diagnosis and disease treatment. For instance, a dynamic nanoassembly was reported to be able to alter the surface display of targeting ligands and thus control its cellular uptake properties. Another example is a nanoparticle system that was designed to dynamically shrink from 100 nm to 10 nm to achieve deep penetration into tumor tissue. Similarly, an Au nanoparticle assembly that was pH-sensitive was applied as a smart drug delivery platform with tumor microenvironmental responsive ability for anti-tumor therapy.

In recent years, dynamic DNA nanotechnology has been an appealing tool to engineer precisely controlled dynamic systems, which are based on the remarkable merits of high specificity, predictability and programmability of DNA Watson–Crick base pairing. In particular, a series of DNA nanomachines such as DNA robots, molecular motors, autonomous walkers and logical computers have been designed and implemented experimentally. The next step should be applying them for more complex biological applications. However, the design and implementation of dynamic DNA-based systems that automatically carry out functions in complex cellular environments present two critical challenges in molecular engineering. The first one is finding an effective driving force that can precisely control dynamic systems in complex biological environments. Compared to other reactions such as enzyme or DNAzyme-mediated hydrolysis reactions which need enzymes or cofactors (metal ions, etc.) that are either difficult to deliver or requiring strict conditions to functionalize in cells to provide energies for dynamic systems, DNA displacement reactions present some unique advantages. For instance, they are completely enzyme-free reactions, which means that these DNA strand displacement-based dynamic systems can be initiated and driven solely by the DNA molecules in cells. In addition, these DNA displacement reactions are well characterized by various physical or chemical methods and can be even simulated by well-designed in silico programs. All of
these advantages of DNA displacement reactions provide good opportunities for controlling dynamic systems in complex biological environments. The second challenge is employing an effective component that can bridge dynamic DNA-based systems and interactive biomolecules such as proteins in cells without influencing the programmability and versatility. A common regulation paradigm used in previous reports is genetic editing, which requires sophisticated and cell-wide coordination. Aptamers, which are single-stranded oligonucleotides, have the promising properties of recognizing and regulating biological molecules in the cellular environment.\textsuperscript{27,28} In addition, since an aptamer is essentially a single-stranded oligonucleotide, it can be seamlessly encoded in dynamic DNA based systems with an extended scope of functions, from simple DNA base-pairing reactions to more complicated biomolecular reactions such as DNA–protein interactions.\textsuperscript{29,30}

Herein, we explored the use of DNA aptamer and DNA displacement reactions as molecular keys to operate the colloidal nanoparticle assembly in the cellular environment. The system consisted of a spatially separated core nanoparticle and small satellite nanoparticles. The assembly of the two types of particles can be controlled in response to the epithelial cell adhesion molecule (EpCAM) that is an overexpressed cell surface receptor of multiple adenocarcinomas cells.\textsuperscript{31,32} Compared to the intracellular genomic or transcriptional marker molecules, cell-surface receptors, mostly membrane proteins, are excellent candidates as molecular signatures for cellular applications such as smart control of the dynamic assembly process in situ due to their excellent specificity, accessibility and scalability. The conformational changes of the system from separated particles to a core–satellite assembly provided plasmonic coupled hot spots for SERS detection. Owing to its distinct advantages of low background, insensitivity to photobleaching or quenching, single-molecule sensitivity and fingerprint-like spectra,\textsuperscript{33–36} we are able to use SERS to monitor the performance of this nanoparticle assembly in the cellular environment. This dynamic nanoparticle system explored the use of aptamers and DNA displacement reactions to assemble the nanostructures in response to cell surface biomarkers. Therefore, it provides strategies for engineering dynamic systems for mediating cellular functions as well as intracellular imaging in complex biological environments.

Results and discussion

The overall concept and proposed strategy of constructing the aptamer-based dynamic colloidal nanoparticle assembly is depicted in Fig. 1. Au nanoparticles (AuNPs) with diameters of 50 and 13 nm (Fig. S1†) were used as the core and satellites to assemble the core–satellite assembly. The 13 nm satellite AuNPs were modified with a thiolated catalytic DNA hairpin (H) and a Raman reporter 4-ATP. The 50 nm core AuNPs were functionalized with another thiolated catalytic DNA hairpin (SS) and a swing arm single stranded DNA (SA) that was partially hybridized with an aptamer (Ap) which can specifically recognize the EpCAM. These two types of AuNPs functionalized with different components are named as Au\textsubscript{13}–H and Au\textsubscript{50}–SS–SA–Ap, respectively. When Au\textsubscript{13}–H and Au\textsubscript{50}–SS–SA–Ap were present together with the EpCAM-positive cells, the specific binding between the aptamer and EpCAM on the cell membrane surface can free the SA strand on the 50 nm AuNP surface. Meanwhile, SA possesses a toehold region that can hybridize with the adjacent SS strand to form an intermediate SA–SS complex. With the help of the H strand that was anchored on the 13 nm AuNP, these SA–SS intermediates can form a more stable SS–H duplex via toehold-mediated strand displacement and release the SA strand for the next cycle of catalyzation on the 50 nm AuNP surface. In this way, a single target molecule (EpCAM) on the live cell surface was able to trigger the autonomous assembly of the two hairpins and assemble multiple 13 nm AuNPs on the surface of 50 nm AuNPs, thus changing the state of the whole colloidal structures from spatially separated particles to a core–satellite assembly. Meanwhile, because of the interparticle plasmonic coupled hot spots generated in the core–satellite nanostructures, enhanced Raman scattering of 4-ATP molecules can be used to accurately capture the dynamic structural change of the nanostructures in response to the cell surface marker.

We separately verified the functional components in this system step by step. First, to ensure that the partially hybridized SA–Ap duplex strand can be responsive to EpCAM protein,\textsuperscript{33} the FRET-based SA–Ap duplex with a fluorophore (SA–FAM) and quencher (BHQ\textsubscript{1}–Ap) pair was employed to monitor the competitive binding process between EpCAM–Ap and SA–Ap. The sequence length of SA\textsubscript{0} (the functional domain of SA that can catalyze the subsequent reaction) plays an important role in ensuring the efficient separation of the SA and Ap duplex upon EpCAM as well as the low background “leaky” reaction without the presence of the EpCAM. In our design, 20 nucleotides (nts) were chosen as the length of the SA–Ap complementary duplex with a good signal to background ratio (Fig. S2†).

Once confirmed that our system can respond to the EpCAM and expose the active catalytic DNA domain (SA\textsubscript{0}) on SA effectively, we continued to optimize the subsequent DNA catalytic hairpin reactions to improve the nanoparticle assembly...
efficiency. As shown in Fig. 2A, SA0 contains toehold domain 1* that can hybridize with the exposed domain 1 on SS to initiate the strand displacement and domain 2* that can trigger the branch migration to the fully open hairpin structure of SS. In addition, loop domain 3 on the SS strand should also play important roles in the catalytic hairpin reactions. Therefore, we separately investigated the sequence length of domains 1, 2 and 3 on SS to achieve the highest catalytic efficiency as well as the lowest background signal of SS and H without SA. To ensure the structural stability of the SS strand, we chose 14 nts as the lowest background signal of SS and H without SA. To ensure the 3 on SS to achieve the highest catalytic efficiency. Therefore, we chose 14 nts as the optimal sequences for the subsequent nanoparticle assembly.

We subsequently performed a feasibility test to determine whether the DNA hairpin catalytic reaction can facilitate the assembly of Au nanoparticles to form the core–satellite structure in solution. The morphological changes of the system can be monitored by optical property measurements that are sensitive to the distance between neighboring particles, such as SERS and surface plasmon resonance (SPR). First, we used the SS1, H1 and an unblocked SA as the optimal sequence combination in terms of assembly efficiency to study the dynamic assembly of the core–satellite nanostructure by SPR (Fig. 3A). Meanwhile, a 20 bp complementary SA–Ap duplex was used as a control group to verify the assembly background signal of the system without the presence of the EpCAM. Notably, we used a molar ratio of 10 : 1 of SS1 and SA to modify the 50 nm AuNP surface. Considering the catalytic efficiency of a similar hairpin system reported by Chen, one SA molecule should be able to catalyze 20–50 hairpins to form a stable duplex. However, the spatial steric effect generated by 13 nm AuNPs assembled on the surface of 50 nm AuNPs is another factor to consider, as too many 13 nm AuNPs would hinder the further assembly. Therefore, in this scenario, we chose a 10 : 1 ratio for SS1 and SA as the optimum condition to functionalize the 50 nm AuNPs. Following 12 h incubation of Au13–H1 with Au50–SS1–SA–Ap and Au50–SS1–SA, respectively, the products were examined by UV-vis absorption spectra and dynamic light scattering (DLS) (Fig. 3B and C). Compared to Au13–H1 only (curve a in Fig. 3B), Au50–SS1–SA only (curve b in Fig. 3B) and mixtures of Au50–SS1–SA–Ap and Au13–H1 (curve c in Fig. 3B), the absorption peak of Au50–SS1–SA + Au13–H1 mixtures showed a significant red shift from about 530 nm to 552 nm (curve d in Fig. 3B), indicating strong surface plasmon resonance happening in the assembly. Combined with the obvious increase of hydrodynamic diameters from 66.44 ± 2.27 nm (curve b in Fig. 3C) with Au50–SS1–SA only to 102.40 ± 8.19 nm (curve d in Fig. 3C), it is believed that the core–satellite assemblies were formed. We further used transmission electron microscopy (TEM) to visualize the structures. When mixing Au50–SS1–SA–Ap with Au13–H1, it can be seen that 50 nm AuNPs were surrounded by only six 13 nm AuNPs in close proximity on average, which is believed to be induced by the “leaky” reaction of the hairpin assembly (Fig. 3D and F). However, the number of “satellites” surrounding the “core” increased to 14 on average when mixing Au50–SS1–SA with Au13–H1 (Fig. 3E and F). These observations verified that the dynamic assembly of Au nanoparticles can be formed and controlled by the SA strand.

Next, we used SERS to further monitor the dynamic assembly process of the system in solution. 4-ATP was adsorbed on the 13 nm AuNPs as a Raman reporter. As shown in Fig. 3G, Au50–SS1–SA and Au50–SS1–SA–Ap both displayed no Raman signal due to the absence of Raman reporters. Au13–H1 can generate a weak SERS signal because of the insufficient electromagnetic coupling on its surface. When mixing Au50–SS1–SA with Au13–H1 probes, strong characteristic peaks of 4-ATP at 1078 cm⁻¹ and 1585 cm⁻¹ were observed, indicating the formation of electromagnetic hot spots with proximity of Au nanoparticles. Meanwhile, as for the mixture of Au50–SS1–SA–Ap and Au13–H1, the SERS peak intensities were much weaker and just similar to
can provide strong SERS signals. It also paved ways for using SERS to reveal the dynamic assembly activated by aptamer–receptor interactions on live cell membranes.

Last, we determined whether we could activate the dynamic assembly of nanoparticles by aptamer–receptor interactions on live cell membranes. Specifically, we chose the EpCAM-positive cell line MCF-7, a cell line originating from human breast adenocarcinoma cells, as the target cell to test the assembly of the nanoparticle system. The EpCAM-negative cell line HEK-293T, derived from human embryonic kidney cells, was used as the control cell line. Prior to application of the nanoparticles to living cells, the cytotoxicity of Au13–H1 and Au50–SS1–SA–Ap was checked to investigate the influence of nanoparticles on the cell status after a relatively long incubation. The viabilities of the two cell lines were found to be almost unaffected by the concentrations and incubation time used for the cell experiment (Fig. S4†).

MCF-7 cells were incubated with Au50–SS1–SA–Ap and Au13–H1 for 12 h to make sure that the Au50–SS1–SA–Ap can sufficiently interact with EpCAM receptors on the cell membrane surface, assemble with Au13–H1 on the membranes and then internalize into the cells. Fig. 4 shows that the Raman signals of MCF-7 cells with different nanoparticle groups are acquired in the 1078 cm\(^{-1}\) channel. The typical Raman scattering peak of 4-ATP at 1078 cm\(^{-1}\) enhanced more significantly than that at 1585 cm\(^{-1}\), so the peak at 1078 cm\(^{-1}\) was used to map the cells. With addition of Au50–SS1–SA–Ap only, there was no signal due to the lack of Raman reporters. When MCF-7 cells were treated with Au13–H1 probes only, they exhibited a weak Raman signal which corresponded to the relatively insufficient enhancement of Raman scattering on the 13 nm AuNP surface. Notably, MCF-7 cells treated with both Au50–SS1–SA–Ap and Au13–H1 together generated a significantly enhanced Raman signal, indicating that core–satellite nanoassemblies were formed in the cellular environment. In addition, with the presence of Au50–SS1–SA–Ap and Au13–H1 probes, the Raman scattering of MCF-7 cells was also enhanced significantly, confirming that the unblocked SA is the key to initiate the strand displacement and change the dynamic system into a core–satellite structure in living cells (Fig. S5†).

Fig. 3 (A) Scheme of blocked and unblocked SA–triggered assembly of the core–satellite nanostructures. (B) UV–vis absorption spectra and (C) DLS intensity of (a) Au13–H1 only, (b) Au50–SS1–SA only, (c) mixtures of Au50–SS1–SA–Ap and Au13–H1, (d) mixtures of Au50–SS1–SA and Au13–H1, (e) TEM image of mixtures of Au50–SS1–SA–Ap and Au13–H1. (D) TEM image of mixtures of Au50–SS1–SA and Au13–H1. (E) TEM image of mixtures of Au50–SS1–SA and Au13–H1. (F) Average numbers of 13 nm “satellite” nanoparticles of groups Au50–SS1–SA–Ap + Au13–H1 and Au50–SS1–SA + Au13–H1. The numbers were summarized by counting 30 “core” nanoparticles in each group in the TEM images. (G) SERS signals of (a) the mixture of SS1–H1, SA and Ap without AuNPs; (b) Au50–SS1–SA only; (c) Au50–SS1–SA–Ap only; (d) Au13–H1 only; (e) mixture of Au50–SS1–SA–Ap and Au13–H1; (f) mixture of Au50–SS1–SA and Au13–H1.

Fig. 4 Bright field and Raman images of MCF-7 cells which were treated with Au50–SS1–SA–Ap (0.02 nM), Au13–H1 (0.5 nM) only and the mixture of Au50–SS1–SA–Ap (0.02 nM) and Au13–H1 (0.5 nM).
Fig. 5  (A) Bright field and Raman images of MCF-7 cells and HEK-293T cells treated with both Au50–SS2–SA–Ap (0.02 nM) and Au13–H1 (0.5 nM) (** stars for p values < 0.01, n = 10). TEM images of 100 nm thick cell sections were derived from (B) MCF-7 and (C) HEK-293T cells incubated with both Au50–SS2–SA–Ap (0.02 nM) and Au13–H1 (0.5 nM). The insets show the enlarged pictures of the particles.

Then we studied the nanoparticle assembly in EpCAM-negative cell line HEK-293T to determine whether the enhanced Raman signals were derived from the presence of the EpCAM receptor on the cell membrane surface. After 12 h incubation, a much weaker Raman signal compared to that of MCF-7 cells in the 1078 cm$^{-1}$ channel was seen (Fig. 5A). We also summarized the mean Raman signal intensities of 10 different MCF-7 and HEK-293T cells. It can be seen that they are significantly different with a p value of 0.002. In addition, TEM images of 100 nm thick cell sections were compared and are shown in Fig. 5B and C. Core–satellite assembly structures were found in the MCF-7 cells, whereas mainly separated particles were seen in HEK-293T cells. These data verified that the cell-surface EpCAM can trigger the dynamic assembly of nanoparticles from separated particles to a core–satellite structure and also confirmed the credibility of our assembly strategy in complex biological environments.

Conclusions

Design of dynamic systems with such capabilities as conformation or function change in response to biological signals in biological environments is an important step toward intelligent diagnosis and disease treatment. In this study, we have engineered a dynamic system based on aptamer–receptor interactions and DNA displacement reactions to autonomously assemble core–satellite nanostructures in the cellular environment, owing to the combination of the high specificity of the aptamer and the stable performance of DNA catalytic reactions. The structural changes of the dynamic system have provided electromagnetic hot spots for SERS imaging to precisely characterize the systems in complex biological milieus.

Compared with dynamic systems based totally on DNA base-pairing, the introduction of an aptamer provides a direct molecular bridge linking DNA with proteins on cell membranes, enabling precise sensing of the cellular environment and smart control of the dynamic assembly process in situ. Moreover, as a variety of aptamers are either available or can be obtained through SELEX to bind a broad range of targets with tunable binding ability, the proposed dynamic system also provided a versatile tool responsive to other biological targets in cellular context by simply changing the aptamers. Given the design modularity with DNA displacement reactions and target specificity with aptamers, the prototype aptamer–receptor interaction triggered dynamic system demonstrated here has the potential to enhance DNA nanotechnology with new insights and will broaden the utility of dynamic nanomaterials for applications in biology, biotechnology and biomedicine, such as development of future smart nanomaterials that combine autonomous delivery, transformation and activation functions in the blood stream to diagnose or treat targeted sites.
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